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F No Vlll/10-13/lCD-KhodtO&N2421-22

DtN : - 2022047 1 MN000000B93E

Brief facts of the Case:-

M/s Alankar Marine, Opp. Shiv Mandap Service, Shop No. 4-A, Hadanagar

Bhavnagar - 364 001 having l.E.C. No. BQHPV 8521 R and G.S.T.l.N.24

BQHPV 852'1 R lZY and P.A.N. BQHPV 8521 R had filed Shipping Bill No.

7392196 dl.22.12.2020, alongwith Tax lnvoice, Packing List, Purchase lnvoice

and Chartered Engineer's Certificate for Export Value Declaration with l.C.D.

Khodiyar (Customs Station) for the export of "PARTS OF SHIP ENGINE (OLD

AND USED LINER FOR MAK 601 ENGINE)" to M/s MECH TECH FZE, PB-

12-69, Saif Executive Office, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates (U.A.E.), by

classifying the same under Customs Tariff Heading No. 84099990, under Free

Shipping Bill As per lnvoice No. Exp-04, dI.21 .12.2020 issued by M/s. Alankar

Marine, Bhavnagar, total amount without tax was Rs. 18,33,300/- and with

l.G.S.T. @28% (Rs. 5,13,3241), it was Rs. 23,46,624/-. The said exporter has

submitted purchase Tax lnvoice No. Tl/208 dt.27.11.2020 issued by M/s. Uday

lmpex, '1937/2, MaganKumbhar ni chali, behind Dholka Mills, Rajpur Road,

Ahmedabad - 380 021, for purchase of an Old and used machinery with value

without tax Rs. 10,0'1 ,100/- and with tax (C.G.S.T 14% & S.G.S.T. 14%) Rs

12,81 ,4081-. The said exporter has submitted Chartered Engineer Certificate

issued by Sh. Vishal D. Shah, Govt. registered valuer of M/s. Multi Engineers

(P) Ltd., Bhavnagar (herein after referred to as "the C. E.") and the said exporter

has declared their cargo for export under Free Shipping Bill without availing

D.B K. or M.E.l.S. but under the claim of refund of l.G.S.T.

S hipping
Bill No. &

Dt.

Net /
G ross
weight
in Kgs.

Value as
per Tax
lnvoice

(R S.)
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per M/s.
[/]ultilech
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2 During the assessment of the Shipping Bill, it appeared that the goods

meant for export were overvalued. Thus, services of Chartered Engineer &

Govt. approved valuer Sh. Bhasker G. Bhatt (hereinafter referred to as "the

valuer") were availed for correct and fair valuation of the subject goods. The

said exporter was also requested to remain present in person or through their

authorized representative at the time of valuation of the above said goods. by

the valuer. The valuer, vide his report dt. 06.01.2021, submitted that as per the

market survey, the original cost of similar liner of MAK 601 engine is in the

vicinity of INR 20,00,000/- and considering the highest rate of depreciatron,

because there is no reference of the year of manufacture (Y.O.M.) either by the

shipper or by the cylinder Iiner, the depreciated replacement cost of the item

under export was estimated at INR 6,00,0001. Therefore, the clarification was

sought for from the said exporter, vide letter dt. 11.01 .2021, regarding

difference between the declared value and the value of the goods certified by

the valuer but no reply / clarification was received from them in this regard.

3. ln view of the above, it appeared that the subject goods were over-

valued and the said exporter had mis-declared the facts and over valued the

subject goods with an intent to claim refund of l.G.S.T at higher side Thus, the

sub.ject goods were liable to confiscation under the provisions of Section 1 
'1 3(i)

of the Customs Act, 1962 and were placed under seizure vide Panchnama dt.

12.01 .2021 under the provisions of Section 'l 10 of the Customs Act, 1962. with

reasonable belief that the said goods were liable to confiscation.

4. The said exporter had purchased the goods from M/s. Uday lmpex,

193712, Magankumbhar ni chali, Behind Dholka Mill, Rajpur Road, Ahmedabad

-380 02'1 and produced Purchase lnvoice No. Tl/208 dt. 27.11.2020. The said

premises was got searched by the Jt. Commissioner (Prev.), Customs.

Ahmedabad and it was reported as under :-

" on verification, it was found that the sad address belongs to a residence (in a

chali (chawl)) comprising a single room and a small verandah. The premise is

F No Vlll/10-13/lCD KhadlO&N2421 22
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F No Vlll/1 0-1 3/lCD'KhadtA&N2121 -22

occupied by one Ms. Laxmiben who does household chores for her living. Any

buslness related activity was not noticed at the said premises.. "

4.1 ln view of the above, it appeared that the supplier of the goods, M/s.

Uday lmpex, 193712,MaganKumbhar ni Chali, Behind Dholka Mill, Rajpur Rd ,

A'bad - 380 021, having G.S.T.l.N.24 AWOPJ 2346 QIZZ, who had issued

lnv No. Exp-04 dt. 21 .12.2020, is non-existent.

5. ln further course of investigation, Statement to Sh. Shridhar P.

Badgurjar, Branch Manager, M/s. Pacific Clearing and Forwarding P. Ltd., (the

C H.A.) was recorded on 18.01 .2021 . He stated that he is associated with M/s.

Pacific Clearing and Forwarding Pvt. Ltd. in the position of a Branch Manager

and holding G Card No. G|1312020 of the Company; that he looks after day to

day operations of the firm and he is responsible for taking financial decisions

as well; that the said exporter have never contacted him directly for export of

their consignment; that he got the said exporter through his forwarder Shri

Jayanti Parmar, Branch Manager of M/s. Jenish Global Logistics Pvt. Ltd.,

Ahmedabad (hereinafter referred to as "the fonauarder"); that he got the

documents from the forwarder through e-mail, for filing the shipping bill of the

said exporter; that he was aware of the provisions of the Custom House Agent

Licensing Regulations and have followed the regulations to the best of their

knowledge; that he has no contact with the said exporter or its Proprietor; that

he do not know them personally and have never met them, that their firm has

informed the said exporter and accordingly they have supplied copy of

purchase order, E Way Bill and Chartered Engineer Certificate d|.24.12.2020

issued by M/s. Multi Engineers (P) Ltd., along with the cargo receipt at l C.D.;

that there was no agreed fees amount for the export consignment, that he was

not aware of the goods being overvalued, that he came to know about the

overvaluation of the goods after going through the Valuation Report dated

06.01 .2021 certified by the valuer according to which the value of the goods

came to be Rs. 6,00,0001 as opposed to the Tax lnvoice value of Rs.

18,33,300/- of the goods provided by the said Exporter, that he further stated
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that the documents were filed by him in Customs Department on the basis of

the documents received from the forwarder only, such as lnvoice cum packing

list and G.S.T. lnvoice.

6. A Statement of Sh. Jayantibhai M. Parmar, Br. Manager, Itil/s. Jenish

Global Logistics Pvt. Ltd. (the forwarder) was recorded on 20.01 2021 and

06.04.2021 . He stated that they are basically a Freight Forwarding Agent; that

he is associated with the forwarder in the position of Branch Manager, that he

looks after day to day operations of the firm, the said exporter had given him a

shipment, that they received KYC details from the said exporter on his email id

for customs clearance and forwarded the documents received from their clients

to the C.H.A. for Customs clearance of the shipment, that he has contacted with

the said exporter or its proprietor through telephone / email only, that he does

not know the residential address of them, that their fees for Customs clearance

have to be paid by the said exporter only after the clearance of the Cargo, that

he does not know the said exporter personally and has never met them; that he

was not aware of the goods being overvalued and exported, that the role of his

firm as a fon,uarding agent is to approach Exporters and provide various

services to them such as transport service and forwarding service which helps

them export a consignment; that he has approached the C. E. on behalf of the

said exporter for valuation of the goods, that he agrees that the photographs of

the goods were not taken by the C. E. himself, that he agree to his mistake of

providing the said exporter with the C.8., which is out of the scope of services

of his firm as a forwarder; that he further agree that valuation of the goods was

done on the basis of photographs / invoices provided by him to the C.E.; that

he agrees to his mistake of getting the valuation report made on the basis of

photographs / invoices and not getting them personally inspected by the C.E.

for valuation, that he agree that it is his mistake to arrange such valuation report

for the said exporter; it does not fall under his ambit of work; that since the

request for Valuation of goods was given to the C.E. by his firm and the Export

lnvoices / Photographs of the goods were shared to the C. E. by him, therefore

he raised the bill to C E. firm and accordingly, he charged the said exporter
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and paid to the C.E.; that the payment was received and made by Cheques;

that after going through the Statements of Sh. Vasaya Gulamabbas Yusufali

and Sh. Vedani Jayesh Rameshbhai, he stated that he does not know that the

said exporter has purchased the said goods from the local market and produced

Tax invoice of M/s. Uday lmpex in order to reduce their output G.S.T. liability

and claim l.G.S.T. Refund.

7. A Statement of Sh. Vedani Jayesh Rameshbhai, Proprietor of M/s

Alankar Marine, was recorded on 01 .02.2021 and 31 .03.202'1 wherein he

stated that he is the proprietor of the firm, that he is responsible for procuring

Purchase lnvoices, Payments, filing of G.S.T. Returns, that the firm is involved

in the business of Exporting (Trading) of an Old and Used Ship Spare Parts,

that day to day operations and financial decisions are look after by his technical

person Sh. Vasaya Gulamabbas Yusufali, that they came in contact with the

C.H.A. through the forwarder, that he has perused the report of the valuer for

valuation of goods against Shrpping Bill No. 73921 96 dl. 22.12.2020 at an over-

valued price of Rs.23,46,6241- (18,33,3001- + 28o/o IGST 5,12,3241), that

regarding the Purchase lnv. No. T/208 dt. 27 .11.20 of M/s. Uday lmpex, A'bad,

he submitted that the said firm is non-existent, that his firm has not made any

payment to M/s. Uday lmpex, against the said lnvoice, that he had purchased

the said goods from local market and produced Tax lnvoice of M/s. Uday lmpex,

that they produced the said invoice in order to reduce their output G S.T. liability

and claim l.G.S.T. refund, that M/s. Uday lmpex is non-existent.

8 A Statement of Shri Vasaya Gulamabbas Yusufali, technical person of

the said exporter was recorded on 01 .02.2021 and 31.03.2021. He stated that

he looks after the day to day operations, providing technical knowledge and is

responsible for taking financial decisions as well; that they came in contact with

the C.H.A., through the forwarder, that he agrees to the Valuation of the goods

as done by the valuer to the tune of Rs. 6,00,000/-; that he further agreed to

their mistake of exporting the goods vide Shipping Bill No. 7392196 dt

22.12.2020 at an overvalued price, that the firm M/s. Uday lmpex, Ahmedabad-
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380021 is non-existent; that he had purchased the said goods from local market

and produced the Tax Invoice of M/s. Uday lmpex through some mediators, in

order to reduce their output G.S.T. Liability and claim l.G.S.T. refund, that the

said exporter has made no payment to M/s Uday lmpex against the Tax lnvoice

No. Tl/208 daled 27.11.2020; that they would not claim lnput Tax Credit of the

abovesaid lnvoice; that he agreed to the fact that M/s. Alankar Marine,

Bhavnagar and M/s. Uday lmpex are non- existent.

9. A Statement of Sh. Vishal Dipakkumar Shah, Chartered Engineer &

Director of M/s. Multi Engineers Pvt. Ltd. (The C. E.) was recorded on

19.02.2021 wherein he admitted that he has done valuation of the goods for the

said exporter and gave his valuqtion report Ref. No. ME/AMDA/R/1216165R,

that the items are of the Description "Liner for MAK 601" as per their lnvoice

No. Exp/04 dl. 21 12.2020, that he received a call from the forwarder, who

asked him to do valuation of goods and give C.E. Certificate meant for goods

exported by the said exporter, that he was provided a Tax lnv. No. EXP-04 dt

21 .12.2020 by the forwarder which was raised by the said exporter, to their

client M/s. Mech tech FZE, PB-12-69, Saif Executive Office, Shar.jah, UAE; that

the premises of the exporter where the goods were lying was not visited by him,

that he was provided photographs of the said goods by the forwarder on his

email and was asked to provide the valuation Ce(ificate for the same; that he

has done valuation on the basis of the photographs and the details as provided

in the invoice, raised by the exporter and provided by the forwarder; that he

agree to his mistake of not visiting the premises of the said exporter for physical

verification of the goods, that he don't know any Proprietor / Partner of the said

firm; that he was approached by the foruarder; that the photographs of the

goods were not taken by him, the same were provided by the forwarder, that

the valuation of goods done on the basis of enquiry in the local market, condition

of the goods, readily availability of the goods, special requirement by the buyer,

that he admits that he failed to inspect the goods physically and did valuation

of the goods on the basis of description of goods as detailed in the Tax lnvoice

raised by the Exporter and photographs; that he agreed to his mistake of not

F. No Vlll/10-1 3/lCD-KnadlO&N2]21 22
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verifying the goods physically and relying upon just the photographs and Tax

lnvoice provided to him, that the valuer has valued the same on the basis of

highest rate of depreciation, whereas they have considered lesser percentage

of depreciation; that however, the estimated original price as quoted by himself

and the valuer were same, i.e. Rs. 20,000,00/-; that he would further not lrke to

comment on the methodology adopted by the valuer for valuation of the said

goods, that only for the first time, he has inspected and issued CE Certificate

for the said exporter; that he raised a bill of Rs. 4,720i- (inclusive of G.S.T.) for

which he was paid by Bank Transfer by the forwarder, that he was not aware

of the Circular No. 07/2020-Customs dt. 05.02.2020 wherein guidelines have

been defined for chartered engineers for valuation of second hand machinery

at the time of the valuation of the goods or providing the valuation certificate

and hence not followed the guidelines as laid down in the said circular.

10. ln view of the above, it appeared that the said exporter has willfully tried

to mis-represent the facts and mis-declared and overvalued the goods to be

exported with an intention to claim higher amount of refund of l.G.S.T.. The

above facts were clearly established during physical examination of goods

under Panchnama dt. 12-01-2021 and valuation report dt. 06-01-2021 of the

valuer. lt further appeared that the value declared by the said exporter

amounting to Rs 18,33,300/- in respect of the Shipping Bill No. 7392196 dt.

22 12.2020 needs to be rejected jn terms of the provisions of Section 14 of the

Customs Act, 1962 read with the provisions of Rule 8 of the Customs Valuation

(Determination of Value of Export Goods) Rules, 2007 and re-assessed at Rs.

6,00,000/ - is required to be taken as the correct and proper value for the export

goods in term of provisions of the Customs Valuation (Determination of Value

of Export Goods) Rules, 2007.

11. Therefore, from the foregoing discussions, it appeared that the said

exporter has overvalued the impugned goods intended for export and declared

a highly inflated value in the above referred shipping bill filed. Thus, it appeared

that the said exporter consciously evolved this whole racket of exporting the
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overvalued goods and attempting to get illegal refund of lntegrated Goods &

Service Tax of Rs. 5,13,3241 -. This act of omission on the part of the exporter

has rendered the export goods liable to confiscation under Section 1 1 3(i) of the

Customs Act, 1962 and thus, also rendered the exporter liable for penalty under

Section 1 14(iii) of the Customs Act, 1962. Further, the exporter has made false

declaration with incorrect materials by overvaluing the goods intended for

export and declared a highly inflated value in the shipping bill with an intent to

claim benefit of higher rate of l.G.S.T. and have thus rendered themselves liable

for penalty under Section 1 14AA of the Customs Act, 1 962.

12. Sh. Vedani Jayesh Rarneshbhai, Proprietor of the said exporter and Sh

Vasaya Gulamabbas Yusufali, technical person of the said exporter, in his

Statement, also admitted that the consignment is highly overvalued to avail of

the higher amount of l.G.S.T. refund. Further, the exporter has made false

declaration with incorrect materials by overvaluing the goods intended for

export and declared a highly inflated value in the shipping bill with an intent to

claim benefit of higher rate of l.G.S.T. Thus, it appeared they were consciously

involved in this whole racket of exporting the overvalued goods and attempting

to get illegal refund of lntegrated Goods & Service Tax of Rs. 5,13,3241 .

Therefore, the goods seized vide Panchnarna dt. 12.01 .2021 , is liable to

confiscation under Section 1 13(i) of the Customs Act, 1962, and such act on

the part of Sh. Vedani Jayesh Rameshbhai, Proprietor and Sh. Vasaya

Gulamabbas Yusufali, technical person, also rendered themselves liable to

penal action underSection 114(iii) of the CustomsAct, '1962 and underSection

1 14AA of the Customs Act, 1 962.

13. Sh. Shridhar P. Badgurjar, C.H.A., knew that the goods were overvalued

by the said exporter with an intention to get illegal refund of LG.S.T No due

diligence was applied as he has filed the Shipping bills and checklist with the

customs on the basis of documents received from foruuarders through email.

Thus, he aided and abetted the said exporter willfully and tried to mis-represent

the facts and has mis-declared the value of the goods to be exported by over
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valuing with an intention to wrongly claim l.G.S.T. refund. Thus, he has

rendered himself liable for penalty under Section 1 14(iii) and 1 14AA of the

Customs Act,1 962.

14. Sh. Jayantibhai M. Parmar, the fonirrarder involved in the entire scheme

of illegal export to avail undue benefits. He had made all arrangements to get

Chartered Engineer's Certificate. He has approached the valuer on behalf of

the said exporter for valuation of goods. The valuation of the said goods was

done on the basis of the photograph / invoices provided / forwarded by him. He

knew that there was wrong declaration (chartered engineeis certificate)

regarding value of the goods with an intention to defraud the exchequer yet he

carried out the whole plan. Thus, have rendered himself liable for penalty under

Section 114(iii) and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

15. Sh. Vishal Dipakkumar Shah, C.E., had issued valuation certificate in

respect of the above consignment without physical examining of the goods to

get handsome amount despite knowing that overvaluation of the goods is an

offence under provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 and rules made there under.

A trust is reposed by the Department on the professional integrity of Chartered

Engineer, however, it appeared that he has abused that trust & facilitated

overvaluation of export goods by issuing such Certificates. Thus, it appeared

that his, this act, has rendered the goods liable to confiscation under Section

1 13(i) of the Customs Act, 1962 and also rendered himself liable for penal

action under Section 1 14(iii) and 1 14AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

16. Therefore, M/s. Alankar Marine, Opp. Shiv Mandap Service, Shop No.

4-A, Hadanagar, Bhavnagar - 364 001 was called upon to show cause to the

Joint Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad, as to why :-

- the value declared by the exporter in the shipping bill amounting to Rs.

18,33,300/- should not be rejected in terms of the provisions of Section

14 of the Customs Act, 1962 read with the provisions of Rule B of the
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Customs Valuation (Determination of value of Export Goods) Rules,

2007:

the value worked out by the Government approved Chartered Engineers,

amounting Rs. 6,00,0001 should not be accepted for the purpose of the

valuation of the export goods in terms of the provisions of Section 14 of

the Customs Act, 1962 read with the provisions of Rule 6 of theCustoms

Valuation (Determination of Value of Export Goods) Rules, 2007;

the goods meant for export under Shipping Bill No. 7392196 daled 22-

12-2020, having declared valued of Rs. 18,33,3001, should not be held

liable to confiscation under Section 1 I 3(i) of the Customs Act,1 962

penalty under Section 1 '14(iii) should not be imposed upon them for

rendering the goods liable for confiscation; and

penalty under Section 1 14AA of the Customs Act, 1962 should not be

imposed upon them as discussed hereinabove.

17 Sh. Vedani Jayesh Rameshbhai, Proprietor of the said exporter, was

called upon to show cause to the Joint Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad,

as to why:-

penalty under Section 114(iii) of the Customs Act, '1 962 should not be

imposed upon him, and

penalty under Section 1'l4AA of the Customs Act, 1962 should not be

imposed upon him, as discussed-

18. Sh. Vasaya Gulamabbas Yusufali, technical person of the said expo(er

was called upon to show cause to the Joint Commissioner of Customs.

Ahmedabad, as to why:

penalty under Section 1 14(iii) of the Customs Act, 'l 962 should not be

imposed upon him, and

penalty under Section 1 14AA of the Customs Act, 1 962 should not be

imposed upon him, as discussed.
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19. Sh. Shridhar P. Badgurjar, C.H.A., M/s. Pacific Clearing & Forwarding P.

Ltd., was called upon to show cause to the Joint Commissioner of Customs,

Ahmedabad, as to why:

penalty under Sectron 1 14(iii) of the Customs Act, 1 962 should not be

imposed upon him, and

penalty under Section 1 14AA of the Customs Act, 1 962 should not be

imposed upon him, as discussed,

20. Sh. Jayantibhai M. Parmar, M/s. Jenish Global Logistics, the forwarder,

was called upon to show cause to the Joint Commissioner of Customs,

Ahmedabad, as to why:

penalty under Section 1 14(iii) of the Customs Act, 1 962 should not be

imposed upon him, and

penalty under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962should not be

imposed upon him, as discussed.

21 . Sh. Vishal Dipakkumar Shah, C.E., M/s. Multi Engineers P. Ltd. was

called upon to show cause to the Joint Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad,

as to why.-

penalty under Section 1 14(iii) of the Customs Act, 1 962 should not be

imposed upon him, and

penalty under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 should not be

imposed upon him, as discussed.

Personal Hearinq :-

22. P. H. in the matter was fixed on 14.02.2022 in virtual mode None from

the noticee as well as co-noticees attended the P. H. The next P. H. was fixed

on 22.02.2022 in virtual mode. None from the noticee as well as co-noticees

attended the P H. The next P. H. was fixed on 02.03.2022. Mr. P. P. Jadeja,

authorized representative of Sh. Shridhar P. Badgurjar, Sh. Jayantibhai Parmar
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and Sh. Vishal D Shah, attended the P. H. on02.03.2022 in virtual mode l\//s.

Alankar Marine, Sh. Vedani Jayesh Rameshbhai and Sh. Vasaya Gulamabbas

Yusufali did not appear for P.H. As three opportunities were given to them. I

proceed to ad.ludicate the matter now.

23.1 Vide their replies, they submitted that the S.C.N. proposes to reject the

declared value of export goods as per Rule B of the Customs Valuatron

(Determination of Value of Export Goods) Rules, 2007 and adoption of Rule 6

(residual method) of said Rules for the purpose of arriving at the value of export

goods without referring or discussing or exploring the possibility of valuation of

any other rules.
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Defense Replv :-

23. M/s. Alankar Marine, Bhavnaqar and Sh. Gulamabbas Vasava.

Technical Person of M/s. Alankar Marine. submitted their identical writtcn

replies dt. Nil, on 14.02.2022.

23.2 They submitted that Rule 3(3) provides that "lhe value shall be

determined by proceeding sequentially through rules 4 to 6" and Explanation

(1)(i) of Rule B provides that " .. .....where the declared value is rejected. the

value shall be determined by proceeding sequentially in accordance with rules

4 to 6". Therefore, when Customs Department intended to reject the transaction

value as per said Rule 3 and Rule B, it was legally binding on the Customs

Department to determine the value, first of all, in terms of Rule 4 and if it is not

possible or feasible due to any reason, then, in terms of Rule 5 by giving

reasons as to why the Rule 4 is not applicable. Resort to Rule 6 is required to

taken only when the options available under Rule4 and then Rule 5 are

exhausted. The lmpugned S.C.N. nowhere explains as to whether any effo rt

was made to determine value in terms of Rule 4 and then in terms of Rule 5

and further no reasons are given as to why the Rule 4 and then RuleS cannot

be resorted to. Directly invoking the provisions of Rule 6 is in sharp contrast to

the provisions of Rule 3 read with Rule 8 and on this ground itself, the rejection
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of declared value in terms of said Rule 8 is not Iegal and permisstble and the

impugned S.C.N. is without authority of law and is improper and is required to

be dropped immediately.

23.3 They cited decisions to rely on, as under :-

2011 (267) E L.T. 3 (S.C.), Siddachalam Exports P. Ltd.Vs. Commissionerof C.

Ex., Delhi-lll in Civil Appeal No. 8'10 of 2007, decided on 1-4-2011.11 was held

that.

" Valuation (Customs) Revenue resofting to market enquiry and on

basis of reporl by another company, held goods as misdeclared....... Neither

Commissioner nor CESTAT examined issue rn correct perspective and as per

procedure contemplated for determination of value - Revenue erroneously

resorled to market enquiry instead of first determining value on basis of

contemporaneous exporls - Procedure laid down in Rules 5 to 8 of the Customs

(Valuation) Rules, 1988 required to he followed .

23.4 The case law of Hon'ble Supreme Court of lndia is squarely applicable

to the facts and circumstances of the instant case and the S.C.N. is required to

be dropped as it has not arrived at the value followed the by sequentially

proceeding through Rules 4 to 6 of the Rules.

2020 (372) E.L.f .257 (Tri. - Kolkata), in the case of RBT Exports P. Ltd. Vs.

Commissionerof Customs (Port), Kolkata [Final Order Nos. 76416-

76417IKOL|2019, dt 23-10-2019 in Appeal Nos. C/77625-77626120181.

23.5 ln the case law mentioned hereinabove, the Hon'ble Tribunal has also

held that valuation of export goods has to be done in terms of the Customs

Valuation (Determination of Value of Export Goods) Rules, 2007 by sequential

applicatlon of Rules thereof and that, resort to Rule 5 is required to be taken

after the option under Rule 4 is not available. ln the impugned S.C.N., Rule 6 is

directly resorted to by bypassing the Rule 4 and 5 both and the said case is
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squarely applicable to the facts and circumstances of the case and the S.C.N

is required to be dropped immediately.

23.6 They submitted that the allegation of overvaluation of export goods is not

proper in as much as the they had produced an Export invoice showing the true

value of export goods as the foreign currency was to be remitted to our country

by the foreign buyer as per the export invoice after the export of goods but it

could not be happened as the export goods were seized by the Customs

Department. The Custom Department should have waited for the export

proceeds to be realized as it would have made the things clear. ln this regard,

they relied on the following decision of Hon'ble Tribunal :-

2018 (364) E.L.T.628 628 (Tri. - All. JS Desrgners Ltd. Vs Commissioner of

Customs, l.C D, Dadri (NOIDA) [Final Order No. C/tu70166/2018-CU(DB),

dt.09-01-20'lB in Appeal No. C17023112016- CU(DB)]. lt was held that -

"Valuation (Customs) - Rejection of declared value of exporled goods on basls

of market enquiry - Enquiry of value of goods conducted in lndia whereas goods

consigned for Dubai and value of said goods would fetch in Dubai not enquired

- Declared value correct as expott proceeds realized - Adjudicating order set

asrde - Secfion 14 of Customs Act, 1962. fpara 5] Appeal allowed"

23.7 The above case law is squarely applicable to the facts and

circumstances of the case as in the impugned S.C.N., no enquiry was

conducted overseas to ascertain as to what price it would fetch in overseas

market and therefore, the S.C.N. needs to be dropped.

23.8 lt is established that the refund of LG.S.T. is granted by the Customs

authorities only after all the G.S.T. returns are filed and in this regard, they

submitted that the they had not filed the G.S.T. returns till the goods were seized

by the Customs authorities, therefore, he has no intention to avail any refund

from customs authorities and the allegation is far from facts and is without any

basis.

f No V ll. '0 3/ CD <aoo a&  2:?- 2:
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23.9 The proprietor and his firm are one and same in the eyes of law but

impugned SCN proposes imposition of simultaneous penalty on the proprietor

as well as the firm under various sections of Customs Act. The said proposal is

wrong and it has been held by various court of laws in a number of cases that

no separate penalties can be imposed on the firm and its proprietor. Some of

the case laws are mentioned hereunder:-

2020 (373) E.L.f .674 (Tri. - All.) Ruby lmpex Vs Commissionerof Customs,

Ghaziabad- Final Order Nos. C/tu70 1 1 B-7 01 21 12020- CU(DB), dt. 08-0 1 -2020

in Appeal Nos. C/51241l2014 & 58905-58907/2013- DB

2019 (370) E.L.T. 214 (Ker.) Data Enterprises Vs Commissionerof Customs,

Cochin W.P. (C) Nos. 17553(T), 17556(T), 17865(G) of 20'19, decided on 3-9-

2019.

23.10 The Bombay High Court Bench comprising Hon'ble Mr. Justice Akil

Kureshi and Hon'ble Mr. Justice M. S. Sanklecha on 19-12-2018, admitted the

Customs Appeal No. 71 ol 2018 [Avinash lnternational v. Commissioner of

Customs (import), Nhave Sheval with Customs Appeal No. 72 of 2018

[Hukumchand & Sons v. Commissioner of Customs (lmport), Nhava Sheva]

against the CESTAT Final Order Nos. 4/85502-85509/2018-WZB, dt.07-03-

2018 as reported in 2018 (363) E.L.T. 996 (Tri.-Mumbai) (Transworld Polymers

Pvt Ltd. v. Commissioner). While admitting the appeals, the High Court passed

the following order :-

"lt was also held that since penalty had already been imposed on proprietary

concern, individual penalty on proprietor was not imposable."

23.11 ln view of the above, they prayed

To drop the entire proceedings initiated vide S.C.N. and to lift the seizure of

goods and to refrain from ordering confiscation of goods and imposition of any

penalty on any person or firm, to allow the taking back the goods from Customs
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for selling the same in the Domestic market as the Export is no more possible

now

24. Defense Reply, dt. 29.07.2021 received on 09.08.2021, of Sh

Jayantibhai M Parmar, Br. Manaqer, M/s. Jenish Global Loqistics P. Ltd

24.1 He submitted that the S.C.N. has been issued on the basis of certain

baseless and frivolous allegations that have been made against the exporter in

the notice to formulate the contravention of the Customs Act, 1962 and rule s

made there under only on the basis of certain baseless assumptions and

presumptions related to valuation of the goods intended to be exported by the

exporter under the impugned Shipping Bill.

24.2 He submitted that the allegations relate to overvaluation of goods

intended to have been exported have been made against the exporter, hence,

they will be submitting a detailed submission against the allegations made

against them. He submitted that in normal course of business, the exporter firm

had given them a shipment through Shri Jayeshbhai Vedani and they had rn

the past handled three shipments of the present exporter firm; that on the basis

of the K.Y.C. details received from the exporter and the documents on their

email for customs clearance and forwarding services. Further, as their firm

functions as a forwarding agent, the primary role of their firm is for forwarding

of the goods was required to be undertaken at their end and for customs

clearance the documents were handed over to the C.H.A. firm viz. M/s. Pacific

Clearing and Forwarding Pvt. Ltd. For proceeding towards filing of the Shipping

Bill on the basis of Export document EXP-04 d|.21 .12.2020, purchase invoice

No. Tl/208 dt.27 .11.2020 of M/s. Uday lmpex and valuation certificate given by

the Chartered Engineer Shri Vishal D. Shah, Government Registered Valuer of

M/s. Multi Engineers (P) Ltd. Bhavnagar alongwith K.Y.C. documents Iike

address proof, P.A.N., l.E.C., G.S.T. registration details etc. alongwith the

authority letter, to carry out the work on behalf of the exporter viz. M/s. Alankar

Marine, Bhavnagar.
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24.3 Further, the objection on the value of the goods exported by the exporter

have only be alleged on the grounds that the exporter have overvalued the said

goods with an intent to claim refund of l,G.S.T. at higher side and accordingly

the goods have been alleged to be liable to confiscation under Section 1 13(i)

of the Customs Act, 1962.

24.4 The captioned S.C.N. has totally ignored basic principles laid down time

and again, according to which the facts are to be ascertained first and then

apply the law applicable to such facts. The S.C.N. has not appreciated facts of

the present matter in its true spirit and in accordance with the law. The S.C.N.

has unlawfully and arbitrarily disputed the value of the goods covered under the

impugned shipping bill and as such all the allegations are required to be

discarded in interest of justice.

24.5 The main allegation for discarding the transaction value declared by the

exporter is on the basis of assumptions that the overvaluation of exported

goods is with an intention to claim higher amount of refund of l.G.S.T.. The

provisions of refund of lntegrated tax paid on goods exported out of lndia are

governed by the provisions of Rule 96 of the Central goods and Service Tax

Rules, 201 7

24.6 The refund of l.G.S.T. on export of goods is sanctioned to an exporter,

by considering the shipping billfiled by the exporter as an application of l.G S.T.

refund. The LG,S,T. refund is granted to the exporter only by the portal when

the exporter declares the said lG.S.T. liability of the exported goods in their

respective months of GSTR 1 and pays the said LG.S.T. liability in the

respective month of GSTR 38. Further, the, exporter has also to follow the

procedure of filing gateway E.G.M. with the respective ports. Thus, the refund

of LG.S.T. will arise to the exporter only if he pays the l.G S.T on G S.T. portal.

Thus, if he gets the refund on the basis of l.G.S.T it can only be on the basis

of the LG.S.T. paid by him on G.S.T. portal. Thus, the allegation that the

overvaluation of the impugned exported goods has been done with an intention
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to claim higher l.G.S.T. refund is absolutely baseless and accordingly the

allegations on the exporter do not survive on these grounds alone.

24.7 Further, the evidences placed by the investigation are primarily based

on the lnspection and valuation report provided by Shri B. G. Bhatt &Co.,

Ahmedabad and certain oral evidences. All the evidences adduced by the

investigating team are analyzed by them to substantiate that all the evidences

in the form of statements have been recorded under th reaVpressu relforce.

24.8 For lnspection and valuation report dt. 06,01 .2021 issued bySh B G

Bhatt, he submitted that it is full of conjectures and surmises in as much as he

has certified his report on the basis of market survey, however, he has not

placed the basis of market survey in his report. Secondly, it is not understood

as how he has arrived to the depreciated value especially when he is not aware

about the age of the impugned goods which were intended to be exported by

the exporter. Finally, public domain report, relied upon by him does not indicate

the source of public domain nor the said pictures are signed by him. Thus, the

valuation report submitted by Sh. Bhaskar Bhatt is full of vagueness and is not

a concrete report based on documental supporting. Thus, the said evidence

loses the evidential value in the present case.

24.9 Sh. Vishal D. Shah, Director, M/s. Multi Engineers Pvt. Ltd , Bhavnagar

has in his Statement dl. 19.02.2021 stated that the Government approved

valuer has valued the sub.ject goods at Rs. 20,00,000/- and the difference in the

value was on the basis of highest rate of depreciation adopted by Sh. B. G.

Bhatt, Government approved valuer. From the facts of the case, it is not

ascertainable as to what were the basis due to which Shri Bhatt had applied the

principles of highest depreciation in respect of the subject goods and in

absence of any such reasoning the basis of arriving to the value of the subject

goods by Shri Bhatt becomes completely arbitrary and baseless and as such

deserves to be avoided for consideration at the time of adludication.

F No Vlll/ 10.13/lCD Khod,O&N2A?1.);
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24 10 lf the Assessing Officer has doubts about the truth and accuracy of

'value' as declared he can ask exporter to submit further information, details

and documents. lf the doubt persists, the assessing officer can reject the value

declared by the exporter as per Rule 8(1) of the Customs Valuation

(Determination of Value of Export Goods) Rules, 2007. Further, if the exporter

requests, the assessing offrcer has to give reasons for doubting the value

declared by exporter according to the Rule B(2) of the rules ibid, which has not

been followed in the instant case. However, the main crux of the present case

is not valuation but the entire case has been made by the investigating officer

only because he has presumed that the exporter has claimed a higher l.G.S.T.

refu nd.

24.11 Rule 8 is only mechanism to reject the declared value. As per

Explanation (1)(i) to rule 8, the Rule B does not provide any method for

determination of value. lt only provides mechanism to reject declared value,

where there is reasonable doubt- Assessing Officer can raise doubts for

reasons like (a) significantly higher value of value of goods of like kind and

quality exported at about same time in comparable quantities (b) Significantly

higher value compared to market value of goods of like kind and quality at the

time of export (c) Mis-declaration of goods in parameters such as description,

quality, quantity, country of origin, year of manufacture or production

(Explanation (1)(i) to rule B of the Customs Valuation (Determination of Value

of Export Goods) Rules, 2007). However, none of the said elements are present

in the instant case and the valuation of the exported goods is doubted only on

the assumptions and presumptions that the exporter is claiming a higher IGST

refund. lf the value declared by exporter is rejected, the assessing officer can

value export goods on the other basis e.g. value of goods of like kind and

quality, computed value or residual method as provided in Customs Valuation

(Determination of Value of Export Goods) Rules, 2007 and while raising doubt

about truth on accuracy of declared value, proper officer shall issue a query

memo specifying reasons for such doubt. Meanwhile, goods will be released

for export against simple undertaking after taking representative samples
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wherever considered necessary and feasible - MF (DR) Circular No. 37l 2007

-Cus dt. 09.10.2007. Further, it is to submit that the Assessing Officer should

not arbitrarily reject the declared value and decrease the assessable value. He

should follow due process of law and issue appealable order. MF (DR) Circular

No 16/2003-Cusdt 17-3-2003

24.12 Considering the above submissions, the rejection of value declared by

the exporter is done only on the basis of assumptions and presumptions and

as such there is not case of overvaluation of the impugned goods exported by

the exporter.

24.13 Penally has been proposed on them under Section 1'14(iii) and 11 AA

of the Customs Act, 1962. lt has been alleged in the show cause notice that

they were involved in the entire scheme of illegal export to avail the export

benefits and had made all the arrangements i.e. to get the Chartered Engineer

certificate, had approached the valuer on behalf of the said exporter for

valuation of goods and that the valuation of the said goods was done on the

basis of the photographs / invoices provided / forwarded by him and that they

knew that there was wrong declaration (Chartered Engineer's Certificate)

regarding value of the goods with an intention to defraud the exchequer and he

carried out the whole plan. In normal course of business, a forwarder is required

to carry out K.Y.C. on the basis of documents received by them. They had also

received the documents on mail and had carried out the process of K.Y.C. and

nothing objectionable was observed at their end. Similarly, the Departmental

officers have also not found anything unusual in the K.Y.C. documents

submitted with the shipping Bill.

24.14 f het firm has undertaken the entire activity of forwarding on behalf of

the exporter firm in normal way as the activity is undertaken by all the

fonruarders throughout the country and their main activity is to undertake

forwarding activity on behalf of the exporter. The Chartered Engineer was

provided with a copy of the purchase invoice & photographs of thegoods which

were required to be exported by the exporter firm and there is nothrng alleged

F. No. Vll /10- 1 3llCD-Kh od/O&tu2021 22
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in the show cause notice that could point out there was anything wrong in

providing the photographs of the goods to the Chartered Engineer. lt has been

nowhere placed on record that they had stopped or instructed the Chartered

Engineer from undertaking the physical inspection of the goods. lt is the duty of

the Chartered engineer to examine the product and the documents thereof and

submit their report on the basis of their expertise. lt is surprising that above

allegations could have in any way be correlated to excess availment of l.G.S.T.

on refund of goods. Further, the Departmental officers also came to know about

the overvaluation of the goods only on obtaining examination report from

Government Valuer, the contents of which have already been challenged by

them in the earlier portion of their written submission. Thus, there is nothing on

record that could point out that they had any role in the entire case which could

substantiate that the activity undertaken by their firm has resulted in excess

availment of |.G.S.T. refund by the exporter and in absence of any such

allegation or findings of the Customs officers, the entire allegations against

them or their firm becomes baseless and as such required to be set aside in

interest of justice.

24 15 Penalty under Section 1'14(iii) of theCustomsAct, 1962 can be proposed

where any person who, in relation to any goods, does or omits to do any act

which act or omission would render such goods liable to confiscation under

section 1 13, or abets the doing or omission of such an act, shall be liable to a

penalty Further, the provision of Section 114(iii) is applicable in case of other

goods means which are not dutiable goods. ln the instant case, the goods are

dutiable, thus, at the most the provisions of Section 1 14(ii) can be made

applicable, that too in cases where that person does or omits to do any act

which act or omission would render such goods liable to confiscation under

section 1 13. However, in the entire case there has been no specific allegation

which could point out that there was any omission on their part as they had just

handed over the documents received from the exporter to the C.H.A. flrm and

the Chartered Engineer which were made available to their firm. Further, it is to
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submit that in absence of any such allegation, the provisions of Section 1 '14

cannot be made applicable to their case.

24.16 Further, it is a settled law that in case of Abetment of exporter s offence

of mis-declaration of description and value of export goods, forwarding agent is

not required to go into the authenticity of declarations made by exporter in

export documents - ln the absence of evidence of forwarder having abetted

offence, penalty not imposable under the Customs Act, 1962. Further, rt has

been held that the job of forwarder is confined to submission of documents

given by the exporter. The noticee, in the present case, has nowhere been

alleged that the forwarder firm did not discharge these obligations or they had

manipulated the documents provided by the exporter company. They relied on

the following judgments in support of their claim :-

a. P. D. Manjrekar Vs Commissioner Of Customs, Mumbai (2007 (213)

E.L.T.405 (Tri lt/umbai). Maintained By Bombay High Court in Commissioner

Vs. P.D Manjrekar - 2008 (231) E.L.T. 4105 (Bom.).

b. Mukul Mehta Vs Commissioner of Customs, Mumbai (2006 (197) E.L.T.

266 (Tri - Mumbai)).

c. N.S. Mahesh Vs Commissioner of Customs, Cochin (2018 (363) E.L.T.

644 (Tri. - Bang.)

24.17 fh,e penalty under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 can be

imposed in cases where a person knowingly or intentionally makes. signs or

uses, or causes to be made, signed or used, any declaration, statement or

document which is false or incorrect in any material particular, in the transaction

of any business for the purposes of this Act shall be liable to a penalty.

However, in the entire show cause notice there has been no allegation that they

had knowingly or intentionally made a declaration which is false or incorrect in

any material particular. The shipping bill was filed by the CHA firm on the basis

of documents provided by the exporter which were duly supported by the

Certificate of Chartered Engineer. The entire case is based on assumptions and

presumption by the assessing officer which is based on allegation that the

F. No. Vlll/1 0-1 3/lCD-KhodlO&N2A21 -22
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overvaluation has been done with an intent to claim LG.S.T. refund at higher

side. By no stretch of imagination can it be presumed that overvaluation was

done for the exported goods with an intent to claim higher side of lG.S.T.

especially when the refund is claimed only when the exporter pays that l.G.S.T.

amount on G.S.T. portal. ln absence of any such allegation, the proposal of

penalty under Section 114AA of theCustomsAct, 1962 is arbitrary, illogical and

beyond the purview of law and as such is required to be discarded in the

adjudicating proceedings in interest of justice.

24.18 ln the entire show cause notice, it has nowhere been alleged that there

was any malafide intention on the part of the exporter to export the goods which

were liable to confiscation. Further, the documents submitted by the exporter

have been accepted by the Department and there is no dispute related to the

genuineness of the documents furnished by the exporter for filing of Shipping

Bill covered under the present matter. Similarly, the issue in the present matter

relates to enhancement of value, which is not based on any concrete evidence

but purely on assumptions and presumptions in as much as the market survey

done by the Government Valuer has nowhere been placed on records. Their

firm had only assisted the exporter in getting his goods exported on the basis

of documents submitted by them and no anomaly whatsoever has been pointed

out by the Department in respect of these export documents. Further, the

Departmental officers had also been able to allege only after they had on their

hand the certificate issued by Chartered Engineer Government valuer. No

malafide intention has been brought on records so far as their role or the role

of forwarder firm is concerned in the instant case. Thus, the proposal for

imposition of penalty on them as an authorized person of forwarder firm

becomes completely illogical and baseless and as such deserves to be set

aside in interest of justice.

24.19 ln view of the foregoing submissions, they prayed that the proceedings

initiated for imposition of penalty under Section 1 14(iii) and 1 14AA of the

Customs Act, 1962 may kindly be dropped.
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25.1 He submitted that penalty has been proposed on him under Section

1 14(iii) and 'l 14AA of the Customs Act, 1 962. lt has been alleged in the show

cause notice that he had issued valuation certificates in respect of the subject

consignments without physical examlnation of the goods despite knowing that

the overvaluation of the goods is an offence under the provisions of the

Customs Act, 1962 and rules made thereunder and that a trust is reposed by

the Department on the professional lntegrity of Chartered Engineers, however.

it is opined by the officers that he had abused the trust and facilitated

overvaluation of export goods by issuing such certificates. lt is very surprising

to understand as to how have they reached to the conclusions that he had

facilitated overvaluation and what benefit he could have derived by doing such

a valuation in respect of the goods, especially when no drawback was claimed

by the exporter and the higher valuation of the goods would have by any meant

that the exporter would have earned a greater foreign exchange for the country.

Further, the l.G.S.T. refund which was going to be sanctioned to them, would

have been done so on fulfillment of certain conditions and only if they would

have paid the l.G.S.T. from their electronic credit ledger or the electronic cash

ledger of G S.T. portal. Further, they have alleged that this act of his have

rendered the goods liable for confiscation, but, he failed to understand that how

can his act be so deceitful when the valuation of the goods done by him and

the Government valuer are same and the only difference is of method of

depreciation adopted by both the Chartered Engineers, which is a sublective

matter and can by no stretch of imagination categorized as a malafide act to

abuse the trust of the departmental officers.

25.2 Thus, there is nothing on record that could point out that he had any role

in the entire case which could substantiate that the activity undertaken by his

firm has resulted in excess availment of l.G.S.T. refund by the exporter and in

absence of any such allegation or findings of the Customs officers, the entire
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allegations against him or his firm becomes baseless and as such required to

be set aside in interest of justice.

25.3 The penalty has been proposed on him under Section 114(iii) of the

Customs Act, 1962. The penalty under Section 114(iii) of the Customs Act,

1962 can be proposed where any person who, in relation to any goods, does

or omits to do any act whrch act or omission would render such goods liable to

confiscation under section 113, or abets the doing or omission of such an act,

shall be liable to a penalty Further, the provislon of Section 114(iii) is applicable

in case of other goods means which are not dutiable goods. ln the instant case,

the goods are dutiable, thus, at the most the provisions of Section 114(i) can

be made applicable that too in cases where that person does or omits to do any

act which act or omission would render such goods liable to confiscation under

section 1 13. However, in the entire case there has been no specific allegation

which could point out that there was any omission on his part as he had certified

the value of the goods on the basis of certain documents and his experience.

Further, the investigation has nowhere pointed out that the exporter was going

to get extra consideration through cash transfer from the foreign buyers. Thus,

if the exporters are getting the foreign exchange as per the value declared by

them in the export invoice, then there can be no case of overvaluation of the

export goods. Thus, the allegation of offence in the present case is otherwise

also baseless and premature, in as much as the overvaluation could have been

justified only if the exporter would have failed to earn the foreign exchange

equivalent to that declared in his export invoice, which is not a case in the

present case. Further, it is to submit that in absence of any such allegation, the

provisions of Section 114 are absolutely baseless and illogical and as such

cannot be made applicable to his case.

25.4 Further, penalty has been proposed on him under Section 114AA of the

Customs Act, '1 962. The penalty under section 1 14AA of the Customs Act, 1 962

can be imposed in cases where a person knowingly or intentionally makes,

signs or uses, or causes to be made, signed or used, any declaration, statement
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or document which is false or incorrect in any material particular, in the

transaction of any business for the purposes of this Act, shall be liable to a

penalty. However, in the entire show cause notice there has been no allegation

that he had knowingly or intentionally made a declaration which is false or

incorrect in any material particular. The shipping billwas filed by the C.H.A firm

on the basis of documents provided by the exporter which were duly supported

by the Certificate of Chartered Engineer. The entire case is based on

assumptions and presumption by the assessing officer which is based on

allegation that the overvaluation has been done with an intent to claim l.G.S.T

refund at higher side. By no stretch of imagination can it be presumed that

overvaluation was done for the exported goods with an intent to claim higher

side of l.G.S.T. especially when the refund is claimed only when the exporter

pays that l.G.S.T. amount on G.S.T. portal. ln absence of any such allegation

the proposal of penalty under Section 1 14AA of the Customs Act, 1 962 is

arbitrary, illogical and beyond the purview of law and as such is required to be

discarded in the adjudicating proceedings in interest of justice.

25.5 ln the entire show cause notice, it has nowhere been alleged that there

was any malafide intention on the part of the exporter to export the goods which

were liable to confiscation. Further, the documents submitted by the exporter

have been accepted by the Department and there is no dispute related to the

genuineness of the documents furnished by the exporter for filing of Shipping

Bill covered under the present matter. Similarly, the issue in the present matter

relates to enhancement of value, which is not based on any concrete evidence

but purely on assumptions and presumptions in as much as the market survey

done by the Government Valuer has nowhere been placed on records. He / his

firm had provided a valuation certificate on the basis of photographs and

supporting documents provided by the fonruarder and the value determined by

him and that of government valuer are almost the same and the only difference

is related not to valuation but the methodology of depreciation method of the

goods, which is subjective and cannot be considered as a malafide in any case

especially when the exporter is earning a higher foreign exchange for the
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country and has availed no extra benefit of drawback from the government

exchequer. Further, the Departmental officers had also been able to allege only

after they had on their hand the certificate issued by the Chartered Engineer

Government valuer. No malafide intention has been brought on records so far

as his role is concerned in the instant case. Thus, the proposal for imposition

of penalty on him as a Chartered engineer becomes completely illogical and

baseless and as such deserves to be set aside in interest of justice.

25.6 He prayed that the proceedings initiated for imposition of penalty under

Section 1 14(iii) and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 may kindly be dropped.

26.1 I\//s. Pacific has filed verbatim and identical reply which is filed by M/s.

Jenish Global Logistics P. Ltd. lt has been alleged in the show cause notice that

he knew that the goods were overvalued by the exporter with an intention to get

illegal refund of LG.S.T. and no due diligence was applied as the XHAS firm

had filed the shipping Bills and check list with the customs on the basis of the

documents received from fon,uarders through email and thus, aided and abetted

the said exporter wilfully and tried to mis-represent the facts and has mis-

declared the value of the goods to be exported by overvaluation with an

intention to wrongly claim excess l.G.S.T. refund. The entire show cause notice

has failed to bring on record that what due diligence has not been undertaken

by his firm and as to how can it be known that the exporter will be claiming

higher IGST - especially when the shipment was supported by the certificate

issued by Chartered Engineer and supported with a purchase invoice. ln

absence of any such allegation of his role in the entire case, the proposal for

imposition of penalty is illogical, arbitrary and contrary to the legal provisions.

26.2 The penalty has been proposed on him under Section 114(iii) of the

Customs Act. 1962.
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26. Defense Replv dt. 28.07.2021 received on 09.08.2021. bv Sh.

Shridhar P Badquriar. Br. Manaqer of M/s. Pacific Clearinq & Forwardinq

P. Ltd.. A'bad (C.H.A.):-



26.3 Penalty under Section 114(iii) of theCustomsAct, 1962 can be proposed

where any person who, in relation to any goods, does or omits to do any act

which act or omission would render such goods liable to confiscation under

section 1 13, or abets the doing or omission of such an act, shall be liable to a

penalty Further, the provision of Section 11a(iii) is applicable in case of other

goods means which are not dutiable goods. ln the instant case, the goods are

dutiable, thus, at the most the provisions of Section 114(ii) can be made

applicable that too in cases where that person does or omits to do any act which

act or omission would render such goods liable to confiscation under section

'1 13. However, in the entire case there has been no specific allegation which

could point out that there was any omission on his part as he had filed the

shipping bill on the basis of the documents made available to his firm. Further,

in absence of any such allegation, the provisions of Section 1 14 cannot be

made applicable to his case.

26.4 Further, it is a settled law that in case of Abetment of exporter's offence

of misdeclaration of description and value of export goods, Customs House

Agent is not required to go into the authenticity of declarations made by exporter

in export documents. ln the absence of evidence of Customs House Agent

having abetted offence, penalty not imposable under Section 1 1a(iii) of

Customs Act, 1962. Further, it has been held that the job of C.H.A is confined

to submission of documents given by the exporter as also to identify the

exporter to the Customs Authorities. The noticee in the present case has

nowhere been alleged that the CHA firm did not discharge these obligations lf

they allege that that the CHA violated Regulation 13(d) of Customs House

Agents Licensing Regulations, 2004, then they ought to proceed against C.H.A

under C.H.A.L.R.. They relied on the judgment of Hon'ble C.E.S.T.A.T.

Chennai bench in the Commissioner of Customs, Tuticorin Vs. Moriks Shipping

and Trading Pvt. Ltd. (2008 (227) E.L.f .577 (Tri. Chennai). The above case

was affirmed by Hon'ble high Courtof Madrasas reported at2015 (317) E L T

3 (Mad.).
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26.5 Further, penalty has been proposed on him under Section 11114AA ol

the Customs Act, 1962.

26.6 The penalty under section 114AA of the Customs Act, '1962 can be

imposed in cases where a person knowingly or intentionally makes, signs or

uses, or causes to be made, signed or used, any declaration, statement or

document which is false or incorrect in any material particular, in the transaction

of any business for the purposes of this Act, shall be liable to a penalty.

However, in the entire Show cause notice there has been no allegation that

they had knowingly or intentionally made a declaration, which is false or

incorrect in any material particulars. The Shipping Bill was filed by their C.H.A.

firm on the basis of documents provided by the exporter which were duly

supported by the Certificate of Chartered Engineer. I further, say and submit

that the entire case is based on assumptions and presumption by the assessing

officer which is based on allegation that the overvaluation has been done with

an intent to claim l.G.S.T. refund at higher side. By no stretch of imagination

can it be presumed that overvaluation was done for the exported goods with an

intent to claim higher side of l.G.S.T. especially when the refund is claimed only

when the exporter pays that l.G.S.T. amount on G.S.T. portal. ln absence of

any such allegation, the proposal of penalty under Section 114AA of the

Customs Act, 1962 is arbitrary, illogical and beyond the purview of law and as

such is required to be discarded in the adjudicating proceedings in interest of

justice.

26.7 ln the entire show cause notice, it has nowhere been alleged that there

was any malafide intention on the part of the exporter to export the goods which

were liable to confiscation. Further, the documents submitted by the exporter

have been accepted by the Department and there is no dispute related to the

genuineness of the documents furnished by the exporter for filing of Shipping

Bill covered under the present matter. Similarly, the issue in the present matter

relates to enhancement of value, which is not based on any concrete evidence

but purely on assumptions and presumptions in as much as the market survey
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done by the Government Valuer has nowhere been placed on records. They

have filed the Shipping Bill only on the basis of documents provided by the

exporter and no malafide intention has been brought on records so far as my

role or the role of C.H.A. firm is concerned in the instant case. Thus. the

proposal for imposition of penalty on them as an authorized person of C.H.A.

firm becomes completely illogical and baseless and as such deserves to be set

aside in interest of justice.

26.8 ln view of the foregoing submissions, they prayed that the proceedings

initiated for imposition of penalty under Section '1 14(iii) and 1 14AA of the

Customs Act, 1962 may kindly be dropped.

27. Cross Examination i-

27.1 Vide their letter dt. 28.07.2021 . received on 09.08 2021. M/s Pacific

clearing & forwarding P. Ltd, had sought cross-examination of following persons

1. Sh. Bhasker G Bhatt, Govt. approved engineer cum valuer

2. Sh. Vasaya Gulamabbas Yusufali & Sh. Vedani Jayesh Rameshbhai of

M/s.Alankar Marine

3. Sh. Jayantibhai M. Parmar, Branch Manager, M/s. Jenish Global

Logisitcs P. Ltd.

4. Sh. B. A. Parikh, Superintendent, Customs

1. Sh. Bhasker G Bhatt, Govt. approved engineer cum valuer

2. Sh. Vasaya Gulamabbas Yusufali & Sh. Vedani Jayesh Rameshbhai of

M/s. Alankar Marine

3. Sh. B. A. Parikh, Superintendent, Customs
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27.2 Videtheirletterdt.29.07.2021 ,receivedon09.0B.2021,Sh.Jayantibhai

M. Parmar, Br. Manager of M/s. Jenish Global Logistics P. Ltd. had sought

cross-exa m ination of following persons :-
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27 3 Vide their letter dt. 06 08.2021, received on 09.08.2021, Sh

Dipakkumar Shah, of M/s. Multi Engineers (P.) Ltd had sought

examination of following persons :-

Vishal

C TO SS.

1. Sh. Bhasker G Bhatt, Govt. approved englneer cum valuer

2. Sh. Vasaya Gulamabbas Yusufali & Sh. Vedani Jayesh Rameshbhai of

M/s. Alankar Marine

3. Sh. B. A. Parikh, Superintendent, Customs

27 4 Vide this office letter No. Vlll/1 0-13/lCD-Khod/O&N2021-22 dt.

14.03.2022. the requests made by above persons have been denied with

detailed reasons mentioned in the said letter.

Discussion & Findinqs :-

28. I have gone through the facts of the case, written submissions made by

Co-noticees and Oral submisslons made by them during their respective

Personal Hearings. lhave also gone through the records available with this

office about the case.

29. The issues to be decided before me are whether:-

the value of the export goods of Rs. 18,33,300/- covered under Shipping

Bill No. 7392196 d|.22.12.2020, declared by M/s. Alankar Marine, the

exporter, should be rejected in terms of the provisions of Section 14 of

the Customs Act, 1962 read with the provisions of Rule 8 of the Customs

Valuation (Determination of value of Export Goods) Rules, 2007 or

otherwise,

the value worked out by the Government approved Chartered Engineer,

amounting Rs. 6,00,0001 should be accepted for the purpose of the

valuation of the export goods in terms of the provisions of Section 14 of

the Customs Act, 1 962 read with the provisions of Rule 6 of the Customs
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Valuation (Determination of Value of Export Goods) Rules, 2007 or

otherwise;

the goods meant for export under Shipping Bill No. 7392196 daled 22-

12-2020, having declared valued at Rs. 18,33,3001 should be held liable

to confiscation under Section 1 1 3(i) of the Customs Act,1 962 or

otherwise.

penalty under Section 114(iii) of the Customs Act, 1962, should be

imposed upon the exporter for rendering the goods liable for confiscation

or otherwise;

penalty under Section 1 14AA of the Customs Act, 1962 should be

imposed upon them or othenruise

penalty under Section 114(iii) and Section 114AA of the Customs Act.

1962 should be imposed upon Sh. Jayesh Rameshbhai Vedani.

Proprietor of the said exporter or otherwise.

penalty under Section 1 14(iii) & Section 1 14AA of the Customs Act. 1 962

should be imposed upon Sh. Vasaya Gulamabbas Yusufali, Technical

person of the exporter or otherwise

penalty under Section 1 14(iii) & Section 1 '14AA of the Customs Act, 1 962

should not be imposed upon Sh. Shridhar P. Badgujar, C.H.A. or

otherurise

penalty under Section 1 '14(iii) & Section 114AA of theCustomsAct, 1962

should be imposed upon Sh. Jayantibhai M. Parmar, the forwarder or

otherwise
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penalty under Section 114(iii) & Section 114AA of theCustomsAct, 1962

should be imposed upon Sh. Vishal Dipakkumar Shah, C.E or

otherwise.

30. Now, I take up the issues involved for discussion. The fact about the

goods for export, as mentioned in Table at Para No. 01 above, by the exporter,

is not in dispute. lfind that the said exporter had presented relevant documents

along with goods at the time of exportation of goods at the station. The goods

were for export under Free Shipping Billwithout availing D B.K. or lV E.l S.. This

fact is also not in dispute.

31 I find that during the course of assessment of the Shipping Bill, it was

found that the goods were highly over-valued. Hence, the goods were

evaluated by the Govt. approved Engineer Sh. Bhaskar G. Bhatt. I find that the

report of the valuer has categorically stated that the value of the goods was not

correct. This has reinforced the Department to raise the doubt on the declared

value of the export goods as the same was significantly higher compared to the

market value of the goods of the same kind and quality at the time of export, as

provided in Explanation 1 of Rule 8 of the Customs Valuation (Determination of

value of export) Rules, 2007.

32. I find that value of the goods arrived at by the valuer is as per Table

below :-

S/B No. & Date
Value as per Valuation Report of D ifference

Govt. approved C.E, (Rs.) Rs
2 3 4

7392196 dt. 22-
12-2020

12,33,300/-

33. From the above, it is crystal clear that it is a case of issuance of over-

valued G.S.T. invoice and further encashment of the same by over-valuation of

the export goods and taking higher l.G.S T refund by the Noticee.

34. I find that through their defense submission, the exporter, M/s. Alankar

Marine have defended their stand by stating that allegation of over-valuation of

6,00,000/-
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export goods is not proper and they had produced export invoice showing the

true value of the export goods and placed reliance on several case laws

mentioned su p ra.

35. lfind that the exporter had not put forth any other argument in his

defense with respect to overvaluation of the export goods.

36. Before accepting the valuation of the goods done by the Valuer, I have

carefully gone through the provisions of the Customs Valuation (Determination

of Value of Export Goods) Rules, 2007. As per Rule B ibid, when the proper

officer has reason to doubt the truth or accuracy of the value declared in relation

to any export goods, he may ask the exporter of such goods to furnish further

information including documents or other evidence and if, after receaving such

further information, or in the absence of a response of such exporter, the proper

officer still has reasonable doubt about the truth or accuracy of the value so

declared, the transaction value shall be deemed to have not been determined

in accordance with sub-rule (1) of rule 3.

37. I find that the value declared by the exporter was not fair and the query

raised in this regard also remained un-answered by them. Hence, the value

declared by the exporter can not be considered as transaction value of the

goods to be exported and liable to be rejected under Rule B ibid.

38. I find that if the transaction value shall be deemed to have not been

determined in accordance with Rule 3 ibid, the value shall be determined by

proceeding sequentially through Rule 4 to 6 ibid. I find that the value of the

goods can not be determined under Rule 4 as the comparative data for similar

/ rdentical goods exported are not available. Similarly, the value of the goods

can not be determined under Rule 5 also as the data regarding cost of

production, other charges and profit margin are not available for computation.

Hence, in the present case, the value can be determined under Rule 6 using

reasonable means consistent with the principal of general provisions of these

Rules.
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39. I find that the goods under export were valued by the Govt. approved

Chartered Engineer cum Valuer and hence there remains no doubt about the

fair value of the goods and hence I agree with the Certificate of the Govt.

approved Valuer dt. 06.01.2021 and valuation done on the basis of above is

acceptable under Rule 6 ibid.

40. ln view of the above discussion, I have reason to believe that the

exporter had mis-declared as well as over-valued the goods under export and

declared inflated value in the Shipping Bill filed by them with an intention to

clarm refund of l.G.S.T., unduly on higher side. I also find that the exporter had

willfully suppressed the facts by mis-declaring the value of the goods and hence

I agree with the value of the goods determined under Certificate dt. 06.01 2021

issued by Govt. approved valuer, Sh. Bhasker. G. Bahtt and the same is

acceptable in the present case, in terms of the provisions of the said Rules and

the value declared by the exporter is liable to be rejected.

Confiscation of Goods :-
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41 . The exporter of any goods, while presenting a Shipping Bill, shall make

and subscribe to a declaration as to the truth of its contents. ln the instant case,

it has been found that the export goods are highly over-valued and hence the

provisions of Section 50 of the Customs Act, 1962, are contravened. Further,

Section 113(i) ibid provides that any goods entered for exportation, which do

not correspond in respect of value or in any material particular with the entry

made under the Act, is liable for confiscation. ln the instant case, the declared

F.O.B. value of the goods involved in the concerned Shipping Bill is Rs.

18,33,300/- whereas the re-determined value comes to Rs. 6,00,0001

Therefore, for this omission and commission on the part of the exporter,

provisions of Section 113(i) are attracted and the goods detailed in Table at

Para 01 above, are rendered liable for confiscation under the said provisions of

the said Act.
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42 I also rely on few judgments for my above findings. ln the case of CCE,

Mumbai vs. Multimetal Ltd. - 2002(144) ELT 574 (Tri-Mumbai), it was held that

when mis-declaration is established, goods are liable for confiscation

irrespective of whether there was malafide or not. This case has been upheld

by the Apex Court in 2003 (151) ELT 4309(SC).

43. The above position gets substantiated by following case laws :-

(i) Pregna lntl. Ltd. Vs. Commr. of Customs (ACC &Exprt), Mumbai - 2010

- (262)ELr (391)

(ii) R D Metal & Co. vs. Commr. of Customs, Kandla - 2008(238) ELT 464

(Tri-A'bad)

(iii) Commr. of Customs, Amritsar vs. Amar texlnds Ltd. - 2009(240) ELT

152.

44. As the impugned goods are found to be liable to confiscation under

Sectionl 13(i), I find it necessary to consider as to whether redemption fine

under Section 125(1) is liable to be imposed in lieu of confiscation in respect of

the export goods. The Section 125(1) of the Customs Act, 1962; reads as under

" 125. Option to pay fine in lieu of confiscation.-

(1) Whenever confiscation of any goods is authorised by this Act, the officer
adjudging it may, in the case of any goods, the imporiation or expoftation
whereof is prohibited under this Act or under any other law for the time being in
force, and shall, in the case of any other goods, give to the owner of the goods
1[or, where such owner is not known, the person from whose possession or
custody such goods have been seized,l an option to pay in lieu of confiscation
such fine as the said officer thinks fit. . . "

45. ln view of the above, I find that redemption fine under Section 125(1) of

the Customs Act, 1962 is liable to be imposed in lieu of confiscation in respect

of the export goods,

Penal action aqainst M/s. Alankar Marine , Bhavnaqar:-
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46. For omission and commission narrated herein above, on the part of the

said exporter, they have rendered themselves liable for penal action under

Section 114(iii) and 1'14AAof the Customs Act, '1944.

46.1 . Section 1 14 of the Act reads as under :-

"1 14. Penalty for attempt to export goods improperly, etc. - Any person who,

in relation to any goods, does or omits to do any act which act or omission

would render such goods liable to confiscation under section 1 13, or abets the

doing or omission of such an act, shall be liable, -

(i) in the case of goods in respect of which any prohibition is in force under

this Act or any other law for the time being in force, to a penalty [not exceeding

three times the value of the goods as declared by the exporter or the value as

determined under this Actl, whichever is the greater;

[(ii) in the case of dutiable goods, other than prohibited goods, subject to the

provisions of section 1144, to a penalty not exceeding ten per cent. of the duty

sought to be evaded or five thousand rupees, whichever is higher :

Provided that where such duty as determined under sub-section (8) of section

28 and the interest payable thereon under section 28AA is paid within thirty

days from the date of communication of the order of the proper officer

determining such duty, the amount of penalty liable to be paid by such person

under this section shall be twenty-five per cent. of the penalty so determined;l

Kiii) in the case of any other goods, to a penalty not exceeding the value of

the goods, as declared by the exporter or the value as determined under this

Act, whichever is the greater.l

46.2 I find that the exporter has deliberately and knowingly mis-declared and

entered the goods for exportation which were highly over-valued with an

intention to avail illegal benefit of higher l.G.S.T. refund. This rendered the said

goods liable for confiscation and thus, consequently they have rendered

themselves liable for penal action under the Section 1 14(iii) of the Customs Act,

1962

46 3 Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 reads as under :-
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"1 14AA. Penalty for use of false and incorrect material.-lf a person knowingly

or intentionally makes, slgns or uses, or causes to be made, signed or used.

any declaration, statement or document which is false or incorrect in any

mateial particular, in the transaction of any busrness for the purposes oF thls

Act, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five times the value of goods '

46.4 I find that the exporter has deliberately and knowingly mis-declared

goods which were not corresponding to the description and value of the goods

under export. Thus, declaration in respect of export goods was incorrect in

material particulars and consequently have rendered themselves liable for

penal action under Section '1 14AA of the Customs Act, 1962

Penal action aqainst Sh. Vedani Jayesh Rameshbhai, Proprietor of M/s

Ala nkar Marine. Bhavna qa r, the exporter :-

47. I find that in his Statement dt. 01.02.2021 and 31.03.2021, he had

accepted his mistake of exporting the goods by adopting over valuation and

purchase invoice for the said goods was procured from M/s. Uday Impex, which

was issued by a non-existent firm. Day to day business affairs and financial

decisions of the exporter were being taken by Sh. Vasaya Gulamabbas

Yusufali, technical person of the exporter and in connivance with him, Sh

Vedani Jayesh Rameshbhai had consciously evolved the whole racket of

defrauding the exchequer with intent to avail undue benefits of higher I G S T

refund from the Department.

47.1 By above omission and commission, Sh. Vedani Jayesh Rameshbhai

rendered the export goods liable for confiscation and consequently, he has

rendered himself liabie for penal action under Section 1 14(iii) of the Customs

Act, 1962.

47.2 Further, he knowingly and intentionally made and induced to make

documents which were false or incorrect in material particulars and hence has
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rendered himself liable for penal action under Section 1 14AA of the Customs

Act, 1962.

Penal action aqainst Sh. Vasaya Gulamabbas Yusufali, Technical Person

of M/s. AIankar Marine, Bhavnaqal-lhe erperleli

48. I find that in his Statementdl.01 02.2021 and 31 .03.2021, he had stated

that they came in to contact with the C.H.A. through the forwarder and accepted

his mistake of exporting the goods by adopting over valuation and purchase of

the said goods were made from local market and invoice for the said goods was

procured from M/s. Uday lmpex, Ahmedabad;which was a non-existent firm. ln

connivance with and mis-guiding Sh. Vedani Jayesh Rameshbhai, he had

consciously evolved the whole racket of defrauding the exchequer with intent

to avail undue benefits of higher LG.S.T. refund from the Department.

48.1 By above act of omission and commission, Sh. Vasaya Gulamabbas

Yusufali, rendered the export goods liable for confiscation and consequently,

he has rendered himself liable for penal action under Section 1 14(iii) of the

Customs Act, 1 962.

48.2 Further, he knowingly and intentionally made and induced to make

documents which were false or incorrect in material particulars and hence has

rendered himself liable for penal action under Section 1 '14AA of the Customs

Act, 1962.

49. I findthatSh. ShridharP Badgurjar, in hisStatementdt. 18.01 .2021,had

categorically stated that the said exporter had never contacted him directly and

he had approached them through Sh. Jayantilal Parmar, Br. Manager of M/s.

Jenish Global Logistics P. Ltd., A'bad (the forwarder) and had filed the

documents with the Department on the basis of the same received from the

forwarder only. He had submitted that he did not know any details about the
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Penal action aqainst Sh. Shridhar P Badquriar. Br. Manaqer. M/s. Pacific

Clearinq & Forwardinq P. Ltd. (C.H.A.) :-
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exporter and had never met him personally. This is nothing but non-exercise of

due diligence. Being a representative of Custom Broker, he was supposed to

ensure bonafides of the exporter and his mediators. This proves sheer

carelessness on his part. Further, he placed blind trust on the fonryarder and

presented the Shipping Bills alongwith goods before the Customs withoul

ensuring their bonafides and veracity of the goods, in all respects. Thus, Sh

Shridhar rendered the export goods liable for confiscation and consequently

rendered himself liable for penal action under Section 1 14(iii) of the Customs

Act, 1962.

49 1 I find that Sh. Shridhar was in the knowledge of the facts that the export

goods covered under the impugned Shipping Bill were over-valued, as

discussed hereinabove. Thus, he knowingly involved himself in the conspiracy

hatched by the exporter in connivance with the forwarder and he facilitated the

attempt for clearance of export goods. Therefore, the case laws relied upon by

him are not applicable in the instant case and I hold that for his acts of omission

and commission, he has rendered the export goods liable for confiscation under

Section 1 13(i) and consequently rendered himself liable for penal action under

Section 114(iii) of the Customs Act, 1962. Further, for not verifying the export

documents presented to them by the mediator, his complicity in the said over-

valuation of the export goods to avail higher l.G.S.T. refund can not be ruled

out and I hold that he is liable for penal action under Section 1 14AA of the

Customs Act, 1 962.

Penal action aqainst Sh. Vishal Dipakkumar Shah, Chartered Enqinner

and Director of M/s. Multi En I nee rs P Ltd. Bhavna ar :-

50. I find that in his Statement dt. 19.02.2021, he had stated that the

premises of the exporter, where the goods were lying, was not visited by him

and was provided with photographs of the said goods by the forwarder on his

email and was asked to provide the valuation certificate for the same. He

agreed wrth his mistake of not visiting the premises of the exporter and agreed

with the fact that the valuation of the goods was certified on the basis of enquiry
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in the local market, condition of the goods, description of the goods in invoice

and special requirement of the buyer.

50.1. lfind that the said Chartered Engineer had confessed that he had

overlooked the Circular No. 07/2020-Customs dt. 05.02.2020 wherein

guidelines have been defined for chartered engineers for valuation of second

hand machinery.

50.2 Thus, I find that the said chartered engineer had acted irresponsibly and

carelessly and had issued Certificate without genuinely performing his duties.

50.3 I find that he had issued certificate certifying the value of the export

goods without proper examination. He pleaded that he has been victimized on

the basis of the Statements deposed by the Co-noticees and had acted on

bonafide only. He had issued Certificate to tfe best of his knowledge. However,

lfind that his claim is not substantiated by any evidence, viz. photos taken at

the time of examination of goods, any technical literature related to the export

goods in support of the value arrived at by him, etc. I, therefore, find that the

plea advanced by him is nothing but an afterthought.

50.4 Thus, it is beyond doubt that he had issued wrong valuation certificate in

respect of export goods without proper examination of the goods to get

handsome amount despite knowing that over-valuation of the goods is an

offence under the provisions of the Customs Act, '1962 and rules made

thereunder. A trust is reposed by the Department on the professional integrity

of Chartered Engineers, however, Sh. Vishal Dipakkumar Shah has abused

that trust and facilitated over-valuation of export goods by issuing such

Certificate. Thus, this act of Sh. Vishal Dipakkumar Shah has rendered the

goods liable for confiscation under Section 113(i) of the Act and consequently

rendered himself liable for penal action under Section 1 14(iii) of the Customs

Act, 1962.
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50.5 I find further that Sh. Vishal Dipakkumar Shah had knowingly and

intentionally prepared and signed the certificate certifying the value of goods

which was exorbitantly on higher side, thereby tried to help the exporter to

export the over-valued goods. This act on his part renders him liable for penal

action under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

51. ln view of the above discussion and findings, I pass the following Order

ORDER

a. I reject the value declared by M/s. Alankar Marine, Bhavnagar, the

exporter, in the Shipping Bill No. 7392196 dt.22.12.2020 amounting to

Rs. 18,33,300/-, in terms of the provisions of Section 14 of the Customs

Act, 1962 read with the provisions of Rule 8 of the Customs Valuation

(Determination of value of Export Goods) Rules, 2007;

b. I accept the value certified by the Government approved Chartered

Engineer, amounting Rs. 6,00,000/-, for the purpose of the valuation of

the above export goods in terms of the provisions of Section 14 of the

Customs Act, 1962 read with the provisions of Rule 6 of the Customs

Valuation (Determination of Value of Export Goods) Rules, 2007;

c. I held the goods meant for export under Shipplng Bill No. 7392196 dt.

22.12.2020, having declared valued of Rs. 18,33,300/-, liable to

confiscation under Section 1 13(i) of the Customs Act,1962. I allow the

exporter to redeem the same on payment of redemption fine of Rs.

3,00,000/- under Section'125 of the Customs Act, 1962.

d. I impose penalty of Rs. 3,00,000/-, under Section 114(iii) of the Customs

Act, 1962; upon M/s. Alankar Marine, the exporter, for rendering the

goods Iiable for confiscation.
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e. I impose penalty of Rs. 5,00,000/-, under Section 1 14AA of the Customs

Act, 1962; upon M/s. Alankar Marine, the exporter; as discussed

hereinabove.

f. I impose penalty of Rs. 3,00,000/-, under Section 1 14(iii) of the Customs

Act, 1962 upon Sh. Vedani Jayesh Rameshbhai, Proprietor of the said

exporter.

g. I impose penalty of Rs. 5,00,000/-, under Section 1 14AA of the Customs

Act, 1962 upon Sh. Vedani Jayesh Rameshbhai, Proprietor of the said

exporter, as discussed.

h. I impose penalty of Rs. 3,00,000/-, under Section 1 14(iii) of the Customs

Act, 1962 upon Sh. Vasaya Gulamabbas Yusufali, Technical person of

the said exporter.

I impose penalty of Rs. 5,00,000/-, under Section 1 14AA of the Customs

Act, 1962 upon Sh. Vasaya Gulamabbas Yusufali, technical person of

the said exporter, as discussed.

j. I impose penalty of Rs. 3,00,000/-, under Section 1 14(iii) of the Customs

Act, 1962 upon Sh. Shridhar P. Badgur.lar, Br. Manager of M/s. Pacific

Clearing & Forwarding P. Ltd.

k. I impose penalty of Rs. 5,00,0001, under Section 114AA of the Customs

Act, 1962 upon Sh. Shridhar P. Badgurjar, Br. Manager of Mis. Pacific

Clearing & Forwarding P. Ltd., as discussed.

l. I impose penalty of Rs. 3,00,000/-, under Section 1 14(iii) of the Customs

Act, 1962, upon Sh. Jayantibhai IVI Parmar, Br. Manager of M/s. Jenish

Global Logistics P. Ltd.
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m. I impose penalty of Rs. 5,00,0001, under Section 114AA of the Customs

Act,'1962, upon Sh. Jayantibhai M. Parmar, Br. Manager of M/s Jenish

Global Logistics P. Ltd., as discussed.

n. I impose penalty of Rs. 3,00,000/-, under Section 114(iii) of the Customs

Act, 1962, upon Sh. Vishal Dipakkumar Shah. C.E. of M/s. Multi

Engineers (P) Ltd.

o. I impose penalty of Rs. 5,00,000/-, under Section 1 'l4AA of the Customs

Act, 1962, upon Sh. Vishal Dipakkumar Shah, C.E. of IV/s. Multi

Engineers (P) Ltd., as discussed.

52 The S.C.N No. Vlll/10-13/lCD-Khodiyar/O&tutsQ12021-22 dt

05 07 .2021 is disposed off, accordingly

oql1,otu
aU.l
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(Padala Moha
Additional Commissioner

Ahmedabad
Dt 01 04 2022

Bv Speed Post / Bv E-mail / Bv Hand Delivery / Throuqh Notice Board:

1) M/s. Alankar Marine,
Opp. Shiv Mandap Service,
Shop No. 4-A, Hadanagar, Bahvnagar - 364 001

2) Sh. Vedani Jayesh Rameshbhai
Proprietor of M/s. Alankar Marine,
I\/afat Nagar, Nr. Bavalia Hanuman Temple,
Javahar Nagar, Bhavnagar - 364 003

3) Sh. Vasaya Gulamabbas Yusufali,
Technical Person of M/s.Alankar Marine,
Al Mahadi Park, Vajir wali Gali,
Diwanpura Road, Bhavnagar - 364 001
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4) Sh. Shridhar P Badgurjar,
Br. Manager, M/s. Pacific Clearing & Foruarding P. Ltd.
1665, Mafatlal Patel ni Chali, Kaligam,
Sabarmati, Ahmedabad - 382 470

5) Sh. Jayantibhai I\/ Parmar,
Br. Manager, M/s. Jenish Global Logistics P. Ltd.
207-A, Sakar-9, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad - 380 009

6) Sh Vishal Dipakkumar Shah
Director, l\//s. Multi Engineers P. Ltd
24, Virbhadra Shopping Centre,
Nilambaug, Bhavnagar - 364 001

Copv to

1

2
3
4

5

The Deputy Commissioner of Customs (Exports), l.C.D. Khodiyar
The Dy. / Asstt. Commissioner (Task Force), Customs Hq., A'bad
The Dy. / Asstt. Commissioner (R.R.A.), Customs Hq., A'bad
The Superintendent (Systems), Customs, Ahmedabad for uploading on
website
Guard File
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